
 

a. Ingenium engines have been subject to over two-million miles of real-world testing and over 72,000 hours of dyno 

testing – comparable to eight years of worst-case scenario operating conditions. The new Ingenium engines are 

more affordable and convenient to own thanks to servicing intervals extended to 21,000 miles/two years.  

b. Two processes are used to regenerate the DPF: passive and active. Passive regeneration requires no special 

engine management intervention and occurs during normal engine operation. 

c. A customer may experience the 'Service Required' message before the published nominal service interval due to 

oil dilution. Continued vehicle operation with high oil dilution will result in engine failure. The message is being 

displayed early due to oil dilution, caused by a higher than expected number of partial DPF regeneration cycles.  

d. Distance to complete a full regeneration is longer on the D8 vehicles than on 2.0L diesel XE/XF, increasing the 

likelihood of an interrupted regeneration. Due to hardware and architecture differences the amount of post-

injection required to achieve a similar burn rate is much higher in comparison to 2.0L diesel XE/XF. Fuel-in-oil 

contribution for each successful regeneration is significantly increased, so oil dilution increases at a much faster 

rate on the Land Rover models.  

e. The impact of the distance between the heat source and the filter can lead to failed attempts to regenerate and, 

as a result, so oil dilution occurs. On the D8 chassis (Evoque, Discovery Sport, and E-PACE), they are 70cm 

apart, partially masked by a bulkhead. This will be heavily affected by Oil Dilution and DPF blockage and is likely 

to be more common for low speed, short duration drive cycles. 

f. There are some engineering challenges with the current layout of the architecture, affecting the proximity of the 

heat source (engine) to the filter and so its ability to complete the burn off of the soot in the particulate filter. 

g. We are all aware of the issue, all dealers and their Service personnel know the problem exists, which arose from 

a combination of launching the vehicle with the old PSA power-plant (which worked perfectly), without realising 

the penalties for having a non-EU6 power-plant by Sept 2015, and using a shared platform with L538 designed 

for the aforementioned engine using simple, proven DPF Euro 5 technology.  

h. This oversight, despite Engineering advising Design of the ramifications of shoe-horning the D180 into the 

architectural structure and floor-pan, was not listened to by the Design team. The net result is that the 15-19MY 

D180 cannot ever reach its required servicing parameters. It's an engineering impossibility and anyone who says 

differently deep down knows this to be the case.  

i. Typical driving style as an average is journeys of 15-30 minutes with a speed between 50 kmph and 100kmph, 

which includes some drives of over an hour. The exhaust temperature in normal driving is low and as such there 

is no passive regeneration and soot must be cleared through active regeneration.  

j. We accept that an error was made in regard to the service warning indication strategy for our products fitted with 

Diesel Ingenium engines. We recognise that this has added to confusion experienced by our customers and our 

Retailers. 

k. If a customer has a diesel vehicle listed above and uses the car in a typical low-speed, low-duration drive cycle 

(Rural/Urban) they will suffer from oil dilution as a minimum but also in many cases will have blocked DPFs.  

l. We strongly recommend that customers should be advised to choose between an equivalent petrol vehicle or an 

alternative JLR diesel that supports the customer drive cycle better and minimises their risk of having oil dilution 

or blocked DPF filter problems. 




